A new spectroradiometry system specialized for measuring two-dimensional temperature gradients for samples at high pressure in the laser heated diamond anvil cell has been designed and constructed at UCLA. Emitted light intensity from sample hotspots is imaged by a videocamera for real time monitoring, an imaging spectroradiometer for temperature measurement, and a high-dynamic-range camera that examines a magnified image of the two-dimensional intensity distribution of the heated spot, yielding precise measurements of temperature gradients. With this new system, most systematic errors in temperature measurement due to chromatic aberration are bypassed. We use this system to compare several different geometries of temperature measurement found in the literature, including scanning a pinhole aperture, and narrow-slit and wide-slit entrance apertures placed before the imaging spectrometer. We find that the most accurate way of measuring a temperature is to use the spectrometer to measure an average hotspot temperature and to use information from the imaging charge coupled device to calculate the temperature distribution to the hotspot. We investigate the effects of possible wavelength-and temperature-dependent emissivity, and evaluate their errors. We apply this technique to measure the anisotropy in temperature distribution of highly oriented graphite at room temperature and also at high pressures. A comparison between model and experiment demonstrates that this system is capable of measuring thermal diffusivity in anisotropic single crystals and is also capable of measuring relative thermal diffusivity at high pressures and temperatures among different materials. This shows the possibility of using this system to provide information about thermal diffusivity of materials at high pressure and temperature.
I. INTRODUCTION
The laser heated diamond anvil cell ͑LHDAC͒ is capable of achieving and maintaining states of matter at high pressures ͑tens to hundreds of gigapascals͒ and temperatures ͑thousands of kelvins͒ to enable measurements of material properties at these extreme conditions. Both as a desktop laboratory device and combined with synchrotron-based radiation sources, the LHDAC is an valuable tool to determine physical properties such as mechanical, electrical, and thermal behavior, and thermodynamic properties such as pressure-dependent melting, phase stability, and chemical reactivity and solubility of almost any material subjected to high pressures and temperatures. [1] [2] [3] [4] Understanding these high pressure, high temperature properties is important for a wide variety of the physical sciences, including condensed matter physics, materials science research, and synthesis of new materials, as well as Earth and planetary interior research. Interpretation of any data obtained from the LHDAC is contingent upon accurate measurements of temperatures and the associated temperature gradients. The heated sample volume within the diamond anvil cell is small ͑ϳ25 m diameter; 10-30 m thickness͒, and since the high thermal conductivity and relative large volume of the diamonds maintain them almost at room temperature, large temperature gradients ͑ϳ10 8 K / m͒ exist in both the radial and axial directions of the high pressure sample. [5] [6] [7] [8] The temperature profile of the sample needs to be quantified in order to properly interpret measurements of physical and/or chemical properties of samples at high pressures in the LHDAC. If the spatial scale of significant temperature variations in the hotspot ͑approximately tens of micrometers͒ is smaller than or comparable to the volume of the sample probed ͑e.g., laser for spectroscopy, neutron beam, x-ray spot͒, then the relationship between the sample volume that is probed and its average temperature must be firmly established. This becomes especially important when combining a synchrotron x-ray source with laser heating to avoid errors in measurements of equation of state and phase stability due to overestimating the temperature of the x-ray volume. 8 In addition, the presence of temperature gradients compromises the accuracy of the temperature measurement itself due to chromatic aberrations and other types of imaging aberrations that may have a spectral signature. [9] [10] [11] [12] Motivated by the above reasons, modelers have examined the heat flow conditions in the LHDAC in order to understand the origins of the temperature gradients and to help guide experimental methods to ultimately reduce them. The factors influencing the temperature gradient have been elucidated by a series of models depicting heat flow in the diamond anvil cell. 5, 7, 13, 14 The sample temperature gradients exist in three dimensions: the axial direction, defined by the incoming laser beam, and the perpendicular radial directions, in the plane of the diamond culet and gasket hole, and perpendicular to the incoming laser beam. Whereas the peak temperature reached by the sample is governed mostly by the power density of the incoming laser, and the sample's ability to couple with and absorb that radiation, the single most important factor governing the temperature gradients is the large volume and extremely high thermal conductivity of the diamond cell, which effectively renders it a room temperature boundary condition. Additional controls on the temperature gradients include the spatial distribution of the laser power density, the absorption properties of the sample at the laser wavelength, the thermal conductivity of the material͑s͒ in the sample chamber, the geometry of the sample, any additional materials inserted within the gasket hole, and the relationship between the sample geometry and the laser beam geometry. The models have suggested that accurate measurements of temperature gradients in the radial dimension can provide information on the sample's thermal conductivity. This is an important physical parameter that is not well determined for materials at high pressures and temperatures, but is required to understand the heat budgets of Earth and other planets. This potential for measuring the sample's thermal properties provides yet an additional motivation for precise measurements of temperature gradients in the LHDAC.
There has been extensive experimental effort to reduce or eliminate the temperature gradients in the LHDAC. Axial temperature gradients have been almost eliminated by the introduction of a second laser ͑or by splitting the power of a single laser͒ in order to perform double-sided laser heating of the sample. 1, 3, 15 This approach requires that an absorbing material be placed between identically thick thin windows of laser-transparent materials, which can act as a thermal boundary layer between the diamond and the absorbing sample. The thickness and thermal conductivity of these insulating layer between the sample and the diamond surface govern the steepness of the temperature gradients in both axial and radial dimensions. 7, 13, 16 Experiments and models suggest that the addition of external heating to laser heating can moderate the steepness of the radial temperature gradients. 17 In addition, attempts have been made to reduce the radial temperature gradients by combining radially Gaussian TEM 00 and radially "donut" TEM 01 laser modes during laser heating. 1 Our final motivations for providing a method to accurately measure temperature gradients is to provide data to help assess heat flow models and to test the experimental approaches designed to minimize or eliminate the temperature gradients.
Since the first laser heated diamond cell experiments, 18 three approaches have been taken to measure radial temperature gradients-the aperture method, narrow-slit method, and wide-slit method. In each of these methods, a portion of emitted radiation of a hotspot is sampled, spectrally dispersed with a spectrometer, and spectral intensity recorded on a detector. 11 The intensity as a function of wavelength is fit to Planck's blackbody radiation equation ͑assuming a constant emissivity with temperature and wavelength͒, and temperature is calculated. In the aperture method, a spatial aperture is employed at an image plane ͑either at the spectrometer entrance or created by lenses͒ to select the centermost ϳ2-3 m of the hotspot ͓Fig. 1͑a͔͒. 19 In the narrowslit method, the middle part of the entire hotspot width is selected on an imaging spectroradiometer, which generates a spectral intensity at each point along the hotspot, and a twodimensional spectrum is obtained with an imaging spectrograph and recorded on a charge coupled device ͑CCD͒ detector ͓Fig. 1͑b͔͒. Both of these methods may suffer from diffraction effects due to the presence of an aperture. These diffraction effects often have a chromatic signature, resulting in extreme errors in temperature measurements. 11 In addition, there may be systematic errors generated by small misalignments if the aperture or slit is not perfectly centered on the hotspot. In the wide-slit method, the spectrometer entrance slit is opened to sample all of the hotspot information, which is then passed through the imaging spectrometer and CCD collector. This method avoids most edge and misalignment effects; however, a spatial transformation ͑Abel transform͒ is required to reconstruct the two-dimensional hotspot information from the single spatial dimension collected by the imaging spectrometer.
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A new laser heating and temperature measurement system has been designed and built at UCLA, which bypasses many of these issues and measures the complete twodimensional radial spectral intensity gradient, concurrent with a spectrometer-aided temperature measurement. This system is capable of providing precise measurements of the two-dimensional hotspot shape in the radial directions, allowing precise measurements of temperature gradients. The following sections present the system design along with preliminary results showing measurements of laser generated radial hotspots both inside and outside the diamond cell. This paper focuses on the precise measurement and characterization of radial temperature gradients in the diamond anvil cell-not only to properly interpret in situ measurements of phase stability and equations of state, but also to evaluate the efficacy of methods employed to mitigate temperature gradients themselves. 
II. DESIGN OF THE LASER HEATING SYSTEM
The laser heating and temperature measurement system is designed to provide three capabilities: ͑1͒ to generate temperatures of 2000 K and above in the diamond cell sample chamber, ͑2͒ to make a measurement of the average temperature of the hotspot, and ͑3͒ to make precise measurements of the radial temperature gradients in two directions. Figure 1 shows a schematic of the design of the laser heating system. It is based on designs already in the literature, 1,2,18,20-22 with several minor modifications and one important modification: the addition of a high-dynamic-range camera equipped with narrow bandpass filters in the visible range to provide wavelength-dependent image intensity gradients of the magnified hotspot.
Light ͑1 m͒ is generated using a diode-pumped Nd: YVO 4 laser operating at a maximum of 20 W. In contrast to the lamp pumped infrared lasers, which generate a significant amount of waste heat and therefore need high power source and a cooling system, this unit can be plugged into a 110 V wall unit and has a much smaller cooling system, which generates less mechanical vibration. The laser can be operated in TEM 00 , TEM 01 , and multimode configurations. The laser beam is focused onto the sample inside the diamond cell using a Mitutoyo IR 20ϫ objective with a 10 mm focal length. The IR laser is partially absorbed by the sample, and the sample reemits radiation as a function of temperature via Planck's law,
where I, , , T, h, c, and k are the spectral intensity, emissivity, wavelength, temperature, Planck's constant, speed of light, and Boltzmann's constant, respectively. The intensity of light emitted from the sample is a function of temperature, wavelength, and emissivity, which may itself be temperature and/or wavelength dependent. A common assumption is that emissivity is constant-the "gray body" assumption. We will follow this assumption for the rest of the paper; however, we will revisit this assumption, along with possible ways to test it, in the conclusion. The temperature gradients in the sample are significant and roughly symmetric about the laser beam/optic axis ͑z axis͒. The visible radiation emitted through the diamond cell is collected by the objective; the laser radiation is filtered out with either a low pass or a notch filter, and the light is split at a pellicle beam splitter. Half of the information is magnified and imaged onto either a fast video camera or a highdynamic-range ͑linear over 2 12 ͒ CCD camera ͑Princeton Instruments͒. The second light path is imaged onto the entrance slit of a 150 mm spectrometer with 150 g / mm grating equipped with a Peltier cooled CCD detector ͑1100 ϫ 100 pixels͒. The hotspot can either be magnified onto the vertical entrance slit ͑with the identical magnification of the high-dynamic-range camera͒ or an additional lens can be substituted to focus the entire hotspot into the entrance slit of the spectrometer, allowing measurement of an average hotspot temperature. A rapid video camera can be substituted at the same position as the high-dynamic-range camera for focusing and monitoring the hotspot in real time. The magnification at the high-dynamic-range camera can be adjusted by changing the power of the focusing lens and/or the objective.
Wavelength is calibrated using a neon and xenon penlight at the sample position. The spectrometer resolution is ϳ1 nm/ pixel, with a wavelength range extending over 1000 nm. The spectral response of the complete optical system is measured by using a calibrated, constant current quartz lamp light source ͑Oriel͒. The relative system spectral response for the optical path between sample and spectrometer is plotted as a function of wavelength in Fig. 2 . The spectral response of the high-dynamic-range camera at the bandpass filter wavelengths of 850, 800, 750, 700, 650, and 600 nm is overlain on the plots. Spectral response is calibrated with a ϳ2 mm thick diamond window at the sample position.
The unique part of this system is the inclusion a beam splitter that separates the hotspot into two paths. Part of the light travels into a high-dynamic-range CCD camera at a magnified image plane, and the other part of the light is focused into the spectrometer. This allows the two aspects of the temperature measurement-temperature gradients and temperature itself-to be handled by two separate instruments, each designed to maximize the accuracy and precision of the respective measurements. The combined information provides a measurement of temperature gradients that is significantly less contaminated by aberrations than previous measurements. In the next two sections, we explore the capabilities of this system for measuring both temperature and temperature gradients first by analyzing synthetic hotspot data, with a focus on the predicted ability to distinguish hotspot width from changes in peak temperature and then by an experimental examination of the anisotropic ͑elliptical͒ hotspot created on a piece of highly oriented polycrystalline graphite, first at room pressure and then at high pressures in the LHDAC.
III. HOTSPOT CALCULATIONS
Synthetic hotspot calculations were performed to evaluate the response of the temperature measurement system with a specific look at the ability to distinguish wide and narrow hotspots with the same peak temperature and same-width Optical system throughput as a function of wavelength for optical system shown in Fig. 1 , including diamond. The relative intensity is plotted in arbitrary units. Standard spectral source is a calibrated tungsten lamp operated at constant current ͑Oriel͒.
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hotspots at two different temperatures. In addition, the effect of wavelength-and temperature-dependent emissivities on the temperature measurement are explored. Three Gaussian radial temperature profiles were generated, with peak temperatures of 2000 and 2100 K, backgrounds of 300 K, and full width at half maximum ͑FWHM͒ of 28.2 and 31.6 m ͑Table I͒. The difference between the two hotspot widths corresponds to a calculated 25% increase in thermal conductivity ͑assuming a two-dimensional planar thermal conductivity model, as explained in Sec. V͒. Two-dimensional ͑x , y͒ Gaussian temperature profiles were then calculated from the initial radial temperature profiles. The following calculations represent the ideal case, ignoring spectrometer signal to noise and potential nonlinearities, and optical system focusing details, especially with a chromatic response. These issues can introduce serious errors in the temperature measurements. 9, 11, 12, 20, 21, 23 Synthetic spectral intensity hotspots-intensity as a function of x, y, and wavelength in the range 400-900 nm-were then calculated from the twodimensional Gaussian temperature profiles using Planck's law ͓Eq. ͑1͔͒ and an emissivity model. Constant, wavelength-dependent, and temperature-dependent emissivities were examined ͑Table I͒. Emissivity variations were chosen to mimic the recorded behavior of many minerals and metals. 24 The wavelength-dependent emissivity increases linearly as a function of wavelength in the visible range, from 0.25 at 400 nm to 0.3725 at 890 nm. The temperaturedependent emissivity increases strongly with temperature, from 0.1 at 300 K to 1 at 2100 K. The spectral intensity profiles generated by the calculations were then subject to analysis that corresponds to measurements that are performed in the experimental system. First, a single hotspot average temperature was determined by summing all of the spatial intensity at each wavelength and performing a global Planck fit of intensity versus wavelength for both temperature and emissivity. The temperatures are recorded in Table I . For the constant emissivity hotspots, the average hotspot temperature is lower than the peak temperature by about 9%-11% of the peak temperature of the original temperature profile. When emissivity increases with temperature, the average temperature also increases, but modestly-by less than 1%. When emissivity increases with wavelength, the average hotspot temperature decreases significantly-a 5% decrease in average temperature for a wavelength-dependent emissivity increase of 33% over the visible spectrum. It is worth noting that in all of these cases, the average temperature is lower than the hotspot peak temperature. Therefore, unless the material emissivity behaves anomalously, the average hotspot temperature is likely a lower bound to the true temperature.
A series of calculations were performed to mimic the record of the imaging spectrometer. Intensities were integrated across a single spatial dimension ͑x͒ corresponding to a wide spectrometer entrance slit, and a temperature profile corresponding to spectrometer imaging direction in the entrance slit vertical direction ͑y͒ was generated. The corresponding peak temperatures and FWHM are recorded in Table I ͑for constant emissivity hotspots͒. An additional series of calculations was performed on hotspot A. An integration was performed using a lower spatial resolution; spatial averaging was performed over 5 m widths in the vertical direction. These two calculations yield similar temperature profiles ͑Fig. 3͒. One of the main goals of this design is to provide a precise measurement of the hotspot width. All of this information is lost if an average hotspot temperature is determined. If the imaging spectrometer capabilities are used, some gradient information can be obtained, but at the expense of accuracy in the temperature measurement. Even in the ideal case, much of the gradient information is lost if a direct temperature measurement is made during spectroradiometry. For example, hotspot A has a peak temperature of 2000 and a FWHM of 28.3 m. The ideal y-integration version of the hotspot has a peak temperature of 1904, with a FWHM of 28.8 m. The more realistic 5 m integration has an identical peak temperature, with a FWHM of 31.4 m, an 11% increase from the original temperature profile.
The dynamic range camera contributes several pieces of additional information by providing measurements of intensity distribution in both x and y directions in spectral win- dows corresponding to each of the bandpass filters. For example, Fig. 4 shows the calculated intensity profile of all three hotspots ͑Table I͒ at wavelengths of 500, 650, and 800 nm. This adds several additional pieces of information to the total measurement. First, the high-dynamic-range camera can provide an independent measurement of the temperature and its gradient if a graybody fit to the complete six filter intensity gradients is performed. The high-dynamic-range camera also provides quantitative measurements further out radially from the center of the hotspot since the dynamic range is larger for this camera ͑15 bits͒ than it is for the spectrometer CCD ͑12 bits͒. Importantly, the width of the intensity profile is more sensitive to changes in hotspot width than the corresponding calculated ͑integrated͒ temperature measurement. The high-dynamic-range camera captures two dimensional ͑x , y͒ temperature gradients, which allows the assumptions of cylindrical symmetry to be tested, which evaluates spatial variations in emissivity and which can be used to infer any anisotropic heat flow behavior. The specific implications along with experiments will be explored in the next sections. The dynamic range camera also provides some information about wavelength-and temperature-dependent emissivity. This information is best obtained by comparing the ratio of intensities at two different wavelengths, as shown in Fig. 5 . This plot shows that the ratio is sensitive almost solely to differences in hotspot width, with zero sensitivity to temperature-dependent emissivity and almost no sensitivity to peak temperature and/or wavelength-dependent emissivity. Therefore, the addition of a high-dynamic imaging camera can improve measurements of both temperature and temperature gradients.
IV. MEASUREMENTS ON ANISOTROPIC GRAPHITE
To examine the ability of this system to provide a spatial resolution of hotspot information, we tested the system by performing laser heating experiments on both polycrystalline and highly oriented pyrolitic graphite ͑Alpha Aesar͒ at room pressure and at high pressures inside the diamond anvil cell sample chamber. A single crystal graphite is characterized by graphite sheet pi-bonding in two dimensions, where the electrical and thermal conductivities are both high ͑D ab = 1.01 ϫ 10 −3 m 2 / s͒, while the graphite sheets are bound to each other via much weaker van der Waals forces, making electrical and thermal conductivities low ͑D c = 4.6ϫ 10 −6 m 2 / s͒. 25 Since graphite has an immense anisotropy in its thermal diffusivity, a single graphite sample oriented so that the laser is introduced parallel to the graphite sheet direction and perpendicular to the c axis should develop an anisotropic temperature distribution-an elliptical hotspot-with the major and minor axes corresponding to maximum and minimum thermal diffusivity directions. Therefore, the ability of the high-dynamic-range system to image the ellipticity of the graphite hotspot is a direct indicator of its ability to quantitatively resolve temperature gradients. The room pressure heating was performed under an argon atmosphere. Hotspot images were obtained using the high-dynamic-range camera without color filters for polycrystalline graphite ͓Fig. 6͑a͔͒ and for the highly oriented graphite ͓Fig. 6͑b͔͒. The ellipticity of the oriented hotspot was measured by comparing major and minor axes of constant intensity ellipses from Fig. 6͑c͒ . The elliptical shape of Table I . Also shown ͑in pale tones͒ are the intensity ratios resulting from an applied wavelength-dependent emissivity. Temperature-dependent emissivity does not affect the hotspot intensity ratios. Table I and described in the text at 500 nm ͑blue͒, 650 nm ͑green͒, and 800 nm ͑red͒. Thick, thin, and dashed lines correspond to temperature gradients A, B, and C in Table I. FIG. 6. ͑a͒ Image of polycrystalline graphite hotspot from the highdynamic-range camera. Increased intensity is imaged as darker shades of gray. ͑b͒ Hotspot under identical conditions, but for highly oriented graphite, oriented with the fast conductivity direction at 45°from vertical. ͑c͒ Intensity contours from imaging spectrometer corresponding to vertically oriented graphite.
the hotspot results from the thermal diffusivity anisotropy in the highly oriented graphite. For the room pressure graphite, the measured ellipticity increases from ϳ1.6 near the center of the hotspot to a maximum of 3.5 at T / T center = 0.7 ͑70%͒. At larger distances from the center, the ellipticity decreases as the intensity of the hotspot begins to approach the background intensity on the spectrometer ͑Fig. 7͒.
To compare this image resolution with the spectroradiomater imaging ability, a second measure of ellipticity was obtained by capturing two images of the hotspot through the spectrometer using a narrow window ͑25 m͒ configuration: one image with the long axis along the spectrometer entrance window ͑y direction͒ and a second image with the sample rotated by 90°about the z axis so that the long axis is horizontal ͑along the x direction͒. Temperature profiles as a function of y were determined in both cases, and ellipticity was determined at = 700 nm by measuring the vertical to horizontal hostpot width ratio at three places ͑T / T max = 0.75, 0.85, and 0.92͒. Both the high-dynamic-range camera and the spectrometer measurements show ellipticity increases outward from the center of the hotspot. The high dynamic range camera is capable of measuring ellipticity out to T / T max = 0.6, where the ellipticity is 3.5 ͑Fig. 7͒. The imaging spectrometer can only measure out to T / T max = 0.75, where the measured ellipticity is only 2.2. The corresponding measurement on the high-dynamic-range camera shows an ellipticity at T / T max = 0.75 of ϳ3. This comparison shows that in reality the high-dynamic-range camera provides a better spatial resolution than the single spectrometer imaging direction ͑Fig. 7͒.
A set of heating experiments on highly oriented polycrystalline graphite were performed at approximately 3 GPa in the diamond anvil cell. The images are shown in Figs. 8͑a͒ and 8͑b͒. The measured ellipticity is significantly reduced compared with the ambient pressure hotspot and stays constant as a function of distance from the center of the hotspot.
V. DISCUSSION
If the heat flow in the diamond anvil cell sample were solely two dimensional ͑i.e., no heat flow in the axial, or z direction of the diamond cell͒, then the ellipticity-the ratio of the minor axis to the major axis-should be equal to the square root of the ratios of the thermal diffusivities or thermal conductivities. For graphite, this corresponds to a predicted two-dimensional ellipticity of 14.8. This is far larger than our maximum measured ellipticity of 3.5 shown in Fig.  7 . Although some of this discrepancy may be due to a decrease in thermal conductivity anisotropy at high temperatures, it is most likely that the observed anisotropy is attenuated due to the three-dimensional nature of the heat flow during laser heating. In the diamond anvil cell, it is well established that the heat flow in the diamond cell is a fully three-dimensional problem due to very strong heat flow constraints along the diamond cell axis. 5, 7, 13, 16 These models show that the temperature gradients are controlled primarily by the strongly Gaussian heat input of the laser beam and by the high thermal conductivity of the diamond cell. The thermal conductivity of the sample provides a secondary control on the temperature gradient, and the geometry of the sample also controls the hotspot size. Therefore, a full solution to the hotspot anisotropy, especially at high temperatures, needs to wait for a fully three-dimensional heat flow modeling in the diamond cell.
Technical difficulties with the use of the oriented graphite at room pressure conditions include potential vaporization of the graphite surface, recrystallization of the graphite surface, and light-guiding effects of the surface structure of the anisotropic graphite. These issues may complicate the interpretation of the hotspot ellipticity as arising solely from conductive heat flow processes. However, none of these issues interfered with evaluating the system's ability to measure two-dimensional intensity gradients. Instead, without this method to observe temperature gradients in two dimensions, there is a strong possibility that intensity anisotropy would be unobserved. Therefore, this method provides a means to confirm sample isotropy if it is desired and to measure thermal deviations from the ideal sample configuration. We need to acknowledge a further complication in the design of experiments. A partially absorbing/partially transmissive sample ultimately requires a more complicated threedimensional analysis of heat flow in the diamond cell. However, the analysis can remain quasi-two-dimensional if the sample geometry consists of a thin ͑ϳ5-10 m͒ plate of fully absorbing material ͑such as graphite or metal͒ sandwiched between layers of an insulating material ͑such as NaCl and MgO͒. The insulating layer provides a conductive barrier between the absorbing sample and the diamond. Therefore, the width of the hotspot is primarily controlled by the thickness and thermal conductivity of the insulating material ͑after the diamond and the laser power input͒, with smaller control by the thermal conductivity of the absorbing material. Furthermore, as pressure is increased in this system, the thickness of the absorbing material decreases, with a resulting decrease in the width of the spot. This has been observed experimentally. 8 The potential tractability of this problem is currently being explored through a combination of numerical modeling and experiment.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
Quantitative measurements of relative temperature in a temperature gradient in the LHDAC need to be measured for the following reasons: ͑1͒ to interpret the measurements of physical and chemical properties in the LHDAC, ͑2͒ to improve accuracy in the measurement of temperature, ͑3͒ to evaluate methods used to reduce or eliminate the radial temperature gradients, ͑4͒ to ground-truth the computational models that predict temperature gradients in the LHDAC, and ͑5͒ to be able to use the gradient information to measure thermal diffusivity of samples at high pressures and temperatures, with applications to heat flow in extreme environments. For these reasons, a new temperature measurement system was designed and built to provide temperature and temperature gradient measurements.
Based on the models, data, and analysis provided in this paper, we propose the following protocol for making precise temperature and temperature gradients of samples in the LHDAC.
͑1͒
The total spectral intensity will be collected using the imaging spectroradiometer to collect the entire hotspot information to obtain an average hotspot temperature. According to Ref. 12 , this measurement of the complete hotspot spectral intensity profile bypasses many of the optical chromatic focusing errors; however, it only provides a single-average-hotspot temperature measurement. ͑2͒ A second measurement of the intensity of the twodimensional hotspot measurement is made using a highdynamic-range camera. Then, this information is combined with the total temperature information to generate a temperature gradient using Planck's law and the spectral response of the high-dynamic-range camera. ͑3͒ Further information can be obtained by employing notch filters in front of the high-dynamic-range camera to select specific wavelengths or wavelength intervals across the visible and/or near infrared spectra. This spectral information can be used to help focus the image at a single wavelength to avoid chromatic blurring and to evaluate wavelength-dependent emissivity effects. An example of a method to implement this idea is presented in Campbell.
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͑4͒ A new method by Benedetti et al. 27 can be used to calibrate the spectral chromatic aberration of this system. Specifically, this method can be used to measure a "spectral scrambling kernel" that can then be used either to help gauge the error introduced by chromatic aberration or help "unscramble" the spectral signal in order to provide a sharper spectral imaging.
